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Abstract- In this contemporaneous world, in order to fulfill consumers’ limitless mandate for developing density, advancing functionality, and dominating power consumption, the dimensions and operating voltages of computer electronics are lessening day by day. This reduction in size raises sensitivity to radiation dramatically triggering soft error. If the radiation is large enough then even a single radiation may cause a stored data bit to be corrupted and flipped [1]. This deviation in the data values is termed as data errors. The consequence of the deviation is very vital on critical variables which consequently modify the system control flow prompting system failure [2]. Critical variables are characterized as those having high sensitivity to errors. This paper concentrates on critical variables for developing and employing error detectors to keep them away from data errors and provides high coverage for errors in any data value used in the program. The development is performed automatically through the support of backward slice of a program. The error detectors yield the method of checking expressions optimized in each control flow path surveyed at runtime [3].

Index Terms- Critical Variable, Detector, Program execution flow, Program Slice, Backward Static Slice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the enhancement of fabrication technology, the act of microprocessors has been amplified remarkably. The improved act of today’s microprocessors is also being highlighted by reduced feature size, lesser operating voltage levels and condensed noise margins. On contemporary, it is evidenced that this progression on the integrated circuits with the advanced complexity of computer will accelerate chips more susceptible to transient faults which are temporary unintended changes of states arising from the latching of single event transient outcomes of external particle strikes or process-related parametric variation. Any system when affected by these transient faults generates soft error [2] leading towards a less reliable system. These kinds of errors are a vital threat to computer systems and becoming more significant with the development of technology. Soft errors are very critical as they do not arise consistently and cannot be expected as manufacturing faults or design faults. Soft errors affect both the control flow and data of a program. Recent researches verified that about 33% to 77% of transient faults are transformed to Control Flow Errors (CFE) and the rest transformed to data errors [4] [5]. Soft error interrupts the system’s reliability and affects the data stored in memory. In current investigation it has been revealed that with a rate of about 5000 FIT per Mbit, the modern memory elements have been attacked by single-event upsets (SEU) [6]. Several software applications already infer fault tolerance moderately [7].

To deliver high-coverage at runtime for both the software and hardware errors, the Duplication technique has gained some popularity. The technique is executed by duplicating instruction at nominated program point such as stores or branches [8] and associating each instruction with the duplicated instruction. Although this employment may avert error propagation and block crashes, they are affected by high performance overhead. Along with this, it sacrifices coverage of program crashes before attaining the association point. Besides this, the native program and the reproduced program may subject to common mode errors, therefore proposing inadequate protection against software errors and permanent hardware faults.

For defending the system from common mode faults, a diverse execution method titled ED4I has been introduced in [9]. It is accomplished by implementing two different versions of the same program. ED4I is based on software and provides protection against transient and permanent hardware faults. The native program is multiplied by a constant factor $k$. The two programs: the native program and the transmuted program; are then performed on the same processor and the outcomes of their performance are compared. The data operand set of the transmuted program is altered as compared to the native program hence it is capable of masking several types of hardware errors resides in processor functional units or in memory. ED4I separates the data values consumed by a program from the instructions processing that data values and employs diversity simply on the data values not on the instructions. As a consequence, ED4I cannot detect errors in instruction issue and decode logic [3].

To contrast with the risk of SEUs and single-event transients (SETs), numerous hardware and software protection structures have been projected. These structures can handle the SEUs or SETs but employing these structures to each memory elements of a circuit or to entire portion of a software application, rises the costs extensively or diminishes the performance tremendously. Besides this, modern microprocessors cover a considerable amount of the transient faults completely that have no effect to the system termed as benign fault [10]. In this circumstance only those variables or registers having the highest dependency than the rest in the system are considered and delivers high coverage [11] notated as critical variable.

Fault detection and recovery technique can be classified as software-only technique, hardware-only technique and hybrid technique. Among them, as the software-only structures against fault detection and recovery do not involve any hardware
alteration, they are beneficial in enlightening reliability of the system appreciably. Therefore, software-only structures like software redundancy techniques are considerably inexpensive, faster, and simpler to set up. In order to transmute the system from a susceptible state to a reliable state, they only entail recompilation of the running program. On the other hand, hardware-only techniques comprise a majority of fault protection schemes, demanding the acquisition and disposition of advanced machines. The techniques are also convenient for the application developer, distributor or end users in terms of making resolutions of when and how to raise reliability. On the contrary, in hardware-only organizations, reliability options are regulated by the hardware designer or manufacturer only. The absence of the necessities of hardware also permits software-only skills to be directed to organizations that are previously installed. Arrangement of redundancy structures to organizations that are previously installed may become significant as a result of inadequate approximation of the soft-error rate by designers or vagueness concerning the operational settings of the organization. Any modification in the functioning environment of a hardware results in perceptible consequences on reliability, requiring disposition of upgraded software redundancy structures [12].

This paper emphasizes on software-only technique. The methodology proposed by this paper is to develop runtime error detectors for a critical variable utilizing the idea behind static analysis of a computer program. The method employs detectors or checks into an application for defending it from crashes and delivering high-coverage to detect errors that consequence in application failures. The detector is derived by acting the backward slicing of a program. The key point of this paper is to check the precedence variables of critical variables in a block of software program and putting checks or detectors. These extracted detectors estimate the values of critical variables in a different manner than the other previous methods, evaluated in the original program to avoid the occurrence of common mode errors.

The paper is organized in some sections. Section II will illustrate techniques related to this research. Section III will recite some terminology which will be used to analyze the underlying method. The proposed methodology will be illustrated with examples and techniques in section IV. Finally, section V will conclude this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In order to narrate the underlying methodology of this paper, certain research work has been discoursed here. First of all, some software, hardware and hybrid approaches have been revealed. Then, researches accomplished on critical variable have been recounted. After then, works on some slicing techniques has been stated. Some researches related to static analysis and dynamic analysis are also being studied in order to gain the basic idea behind them.

In order to lessen soft errors the some software centered methods like [13-16] for the recognition of soft errors including redundancy of given programs and/or [17], duplicating instructions [8] [18], task duplication [19], and Error detection and Correction Codes (ECC) [20] etc. for recuperating from soft errors. Other duplication techniques entitled SWIFT [18] and EDDI [8], replicate instructions along with the data of the program to identify soft errors. Nevertheless, they generate complex memory pre-requisite as well as escalate register load too. Alternative practice is Error detection and Correction Codes (ECC) [20] which attaches extra bits through the actual bit sequence to recognize error. But it necessitates further logic and calculations and becomes complicated while using into combinational logic blocks. In order to minimize soft error by means of hardware tactics, the most popular solutions are classified into circuit level, logic level and architectural solutions. The gate sizing techniques [21-23], increasing capacitance [24] [25] are certain circuit level solutions. The resistive hardening [26] is a circuit level solution that maintains the critical charge (Qcrit) of the circuit node as favorable as possible. Nevertheless, these techniques lean towards low speed and high power consumption. [27] [28] are some of logic level solutions that practice redundant or self-checking circuits in order to offer recognition and repossession in combinational circuits. The architectural solutions like [8] [29] familiarize redundant hardware in the organization to become more vigorous over soft errors. [30] [31] [23] [17] remark some hybrid (Hardware and software combined) approaches. But, all of them are susceptible to soft errors in main areas.

The idea of preceding variables has been introduced [2] in order to mitigate soft error and generates critical variable. They illustrate critical variable and invent corresponding critical block which is the most vital area having highest dependency in a program. They also demonstrate that accumulate detection towards critical variable inside a critical block will provide high protection and high coverage from soft error. The preceding variable analysis technique exposed in [11] detects soft error with reduced time overhead. A FPGA-based system in [7] has been designated in order to spot the critical variable from a specified program. Investigation shows that the FPGA-based system can diminish the critical calculation errors needed in the assessed applications expressively. The paper projected in [32] designates an automated variable dependence analysis [33] [34] that can be acted as an analyzer of a program flow and functioned such as an error checker. The technique is also capable of tracing critical variables dynamically and automatically from the original program in presence of other variables.

Slicing of a given program [35] [36] involves recognizing the fragments of the program which may influence the values of an elected set of variables directly or indirectly. The slicing schema can be verified as inter-procedural program slicing [37], dynamic program slicing [38-40], forward and backward slicing [41], program slicing using dependence graph [42] [43]. As stated by the slicing procedures, the application programmer fix a point from the given program afterward the dependency is scrutinized. Therefore, the application programmers were in charge to catch on the precedence variables physically.

The static analysis methods [44-46] used predefined fault model to assess the program typically identified by common programming bugs. They trace errors through entire possible routes in a program. Typically it is very difficult to discover all possible routes of a program. Consequently, they direct towards inefficient recognitions owing to their estimation. The dynamic
analysis technique stated in [47] [48] originates code invariants for example the linear associations between variables sets of a program, variable’s steadiness and dissimilarities concerning two or more variables of the program. The key resolution of [47] is to exhibit the invariants establish to programmers. The exhibited invariants are generated with an illustrative input set that are not in this set established on the execution of the application. This could consequence in the invariants to become despoiled though the error is not present in the program [3].

III. BASIC TERMINOLOGY

Some terminologies which have been used to comprehend the proposed approach are as follows:

A. Critical Variable: The variables of a program are the most essential element for the program which affects the entire program execution flow. These variables are also responsible for keeping up the program processing. The variables are associated to other variables in a program implicitly or explicitly. A single variable of a program can be reliant on one or more than one variable of that program. The most reliant variable among the others is titled as the precedence to the others. The variables having consequence on the rest variables of the overall code are labeled as critical variables [2]. They demonstrate a prominent sensitivity for arbitrary data errors in the application. Any errors produced on these variables are expected to spread in various areas in the program triggering program malfunction. Therefore, they provide highest dynamic fan outs in the program and adding check for them provide high coverage to soft error [3]. In Fig. 1 q is a critical variable [32].

B. Program Slice: It is a program assessment technique. It confines the attention of analysis to definite sub sections of a program. The program slicing technique is capable of extracting statements from a given program that are pertinent to a particular computation.

C. Backward Static Slicing: Characteristically, a slicing principle comprising of a couple < S, V >, where S is the number of a particular statement and V is a slicing variable is acknowledged as static slicing. If the static slicing contains the input for the variable then it is transformed to dynamic slicing. The couple is termed as slicing criterion. If the slices are considered by accumulating statements and control predicates through a traversal of the program’s control flow graph starting from the slicing criterion towards forward direction, then these slices are denoted as forward static slices. And if the traversal is achieved in backward direction it is referred as backward static slice [49]. Fig. 2 depicts the backward static slicing technique.

D. Checking Expression: An expression that will perform the verification of the value of a particular variable. The checking expression is computed by optimizing the expression related to a particular variable.

E. Detector: Expression that contains all the checking expression for a particular variable and placed across all possible path needed to access that particular variable.

![Fig 1: A Code Fragment](image1)

int a = 4,c = 1,p = 6;
int x = 10,q,w = 40;
int y = x + c;
int z = y + a + 1;
int d = 5;
q = w + z;

![Fig 2: Backward Static Slicing Schema](image2)

1. read(n);
2. i = 1;
3. sum = 0;
4. product = 1;
5. while i <= n do
   begin
   6. sum = sum + 1;
   7. product = product * i;
   8. i = i + 1;
   end;
9. write(sum);
10. write(product);

1. read(n);
2. i = 1;
3. product = 1;
4. while i <= n do
   begin
   6. product = product * i;
   7. i = i + 1;
   end;
9. write(product);
IV. DETECCOR PLACEMENT USING BACKWARD STATIC SLING

The following steps are maintained to place detector for the critical variable in a program using the static analysis in backward direction.

A. Critical Variable Documentation: Numerous operations are already being performed to identify the critical variable. These operations are gaining more popularity as the identification of such variable can drastically reduce time to detect soft error. In variable dependency analysis, the variable having highest dependency is termed as critical variable. Utilizing critical variable to identify soft error in a program provides high detection coverage. Nevertheless, the proposed technique assumed that the critical variable identification is already performed.

B. Finding Checking Expression Using Backward Slice: As mentioned earlier, the checking expression for a critical variable will perform the verification of the data value of critical variable. For this purpose, the backward slicing technique is performed. The slicing criterion comprising the critical variable along with its statement number is provided. The slicing is performed on each path that executes the critical variable directly or indirectly and provides the corresponding checking expression. Here each path inside a block is identified starting from the closing brackets ‘}’ until an opening bracket ‘{’ is found. For each path a stack is implemented to check the dependency of critical variable on the other variables of the program. Each expression related to critical variable is optimized using copy propagation or constant propagation.

Example: Let ‘f’ is a critical variable in Fig. 3. The slicing criterion is \( V(31, f) \).

The 1\(^{st}\) backward slice for \( V \) is the value of ‘f’ coming from the ‘else’ block. The checking expression for \( f \) is \( f = b - c \).

The expression will be developed using the following optimization process:

\[
\begin{align*}
f &= (b - c); \\
&= (b - (a - d)); \\
&= (b - ((d - e) - d)); \\
&= ((d + e) - ((d - (g + t)) - d)); \\
&= ((d + (g + t)) - ((d - (g + t)) - d));
\end{align*}
\]

The 2\(^{nd}\) backward slice for \( V \) is the value of ‘f’ coming from the ‘else if’ block. The current checking expression for the value \( f \) is \( f = d + e \).

Now the expression will be developed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
f &= (d + e); \\
&= (d + (a + b)); \\
&= ((b + c) + (a + b));
\end{align*}
\]

The 3\(^{rd}\) backward slice for \( V \) is the value of ‘f’ coming from the ‘if’ block. Now the checking expression is of the form \( f = d + b \).

The expression will be settled as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
f &= (d + b); \\
&= (d + (a + c)); \\
&= ((e + b) + (a + c)); \\
&= ((e + (a + c)) + (a + c)); \\
&= (((b + g) + (a + c)) + (a + c)); \\
&= ((((a + c) + g) + (a + c)) + (a + c));
\end{align*}
\]

The 4\(^{th}\) backward slice for \( V \) is the value of ‘f’ coming from the ‘main’ block. The checking expression is \( f = b + e \). As there is no dependency for this expression, the optimization is not needed here. Now the value for ‘f’ will be renamed as ‘f1’ and will be verified by their corresponding block.

C. Detector Insertion: After computing the checking expression along each path of the execution of critical variable, the detector is placed to the original program before the expression involving the critical variable is executed.

```
1. #include <iostream>
2. using namespace std;
3. int main()
4. {
5.   int a, b, c, d, e;
6.   b = 2, c = 4, d = 5;
7.   e = 3, g = 4, t = 6;
8.   cout<<"In Value for a : 
9.   cin>>a;
10.  f = b + e;
11.  if(a == 0)
12.   {
13.     b = a + c;
14.     e = b + g;
15.     d = e + b;
16.     f = d + b;
17.   }
18.  else if(a == 1)
19.   {
20.     d = b + c;
21.     e = a + b;
22.     f = d + e;
23.   }
24.  else
25.   {
26.     a = d - e;
27.     c = a - d;
28.     b = d + e;
29.     e = g + t;
30.     f = b - e;
31.   }
32.   cout<<f;
33.   return 0;
34. }
```

Fig 3: Sample C++ Program
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The detector for the critical variable \( f \) is labeled with a new variable say \( f1 \). The situation when the value of the critical variable \( f \) is different from the detector’s variable \( f1 \), it is determined as an error. Fig. 4 depicts the output of the program after placing detector. The value of \( f1 \) in the detector is checked before it can be used in any block. A change for the value of a variable that affects the critical variable in any path or block can modify the value of the critical variable \( f \). If \( f \) is not equal to \( f1 \) then an error must be detected. For example the value of \( a \) is \( 0 \) and a single bit error within the \( f \) block, causes the value of \( c \) to be replaced by \( 5 \) then the value of \( f \) would be \( 19 \) whereas the value for \( f \) at the detector denoting by \( f1 \) within that block is \( 16 \). So, the error is resolved.

V. CONCLUSION

In a program the variable that possesses most reliance on others is labeled as the precedence to the others. Among them, the variables consuming effect of the rest variables within the entire program are known as critical variables. They exhibit a conspicuous kindliness to data errors and deliver highest dynamic fan outs. Any faults formed by these variables are anticipated to extent in the entire coverage of the application triggering program malfunction. Therefore, adding detector for them is a wise decision providing high coverage to soft error.

The instances that effect on critical may be contributed from different branch or path of a program. In this situation the detector should be a path-specific checker. The methodology portrayed in this paper contracts with this situation. To generate path-specific detector the structure performs a backward static slice. The slicing scheme is capable for analyzing dependency of the critical variable mentioned in the slicing criterion and thus delivers path-specific slicing which in terms generates the checking expression for the critical variable. Then the expression is optimized to create path-specific detector. The path-specific detector recompiles the critical variable among each path and associates the original value with the recompiled one. Any divergence of this association is detected by the detector. A single bit error in a variable resides in a specific branch that can modify the critical variable is detected by the path-specific detector.
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